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Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
Fun fact: This issue was a mistake. Not the content, the content is fantastic. 
In fact, the content is especially fantastic 
given the fact that this issue was a mistake. 
My team pulled together a great paper 
under tough circumstances—the thing is, 
they shouldn’t have had to. 
You see, every year around this time 
the Canadian University Press hosts a 
national conference called NASH that the 
Other Press attends. Every year I’ve gone, 
we’ve had to put out an issue the following 
Monday, meaning I spent much of my 
time working through the conference. It 
was difficult, it was irritating, and it took 
away from time I could have spent going to 
panels or socialising with other papers. 
This year, I had a chance to break that 
terrible cycle… and I didn’t. 
“This is what we always do,” I told 
myself. “It’s important to have an issue on 
the stands for the first week back. I did it 
when I was a section editor and an assistant 
editor; it should be fine.”
This was a mistake. 
The entire conference I saw my team 
stressing out about tracking down articles 
and meeting deadlines, staying up late and 
working between socials and sessions. I 
didn’t have much time to work either, and 
it was incredibly difficult trying to manage 
things while keeping track of NASH-
related events and preparing for the annual 
CUP plenary. Getting the issue together 
was a stressful slog, and it didn’t have to be. 
I apologized to my coworkers at 
the conference, and I plan to apologize 
to the newsroom tonight. I made a bad 
decision—an understandable decision, 
and one that has been made many times 
before, but still a bad decision. It happens. 
The important thing is recognizing it and 
holding yourself accountable for it. 
I think a lot of people are afraid of 
admitting when they make mistakes. It’s 
understandable; it’s never a comfortable 
position to be in, realizing that you made 
the wrong choice, especially if it impacts 
other people. Buckling down on your 
mistake and refusing to acknowledge it or 
apologize is a natural response. A friend 
once told me a story from when she was 
a young kid: She realized she’d hurt her 
friend’s feelings by accident and reacted by 
doubling down until she made her friend 
cry. 
“I have no idea why I did that,” she told 
me. “I was just so embarrassed.” 
When you realize you’ve made a 
mistake, you have to give up a certain 
amount of pride and control to admit 
it—even more to apologize and to promise 
to improve. I find it’s a lot easier to do if 
you get into the habit of recognizing your 
mistakes and apologizing on the regular, 
even over little things. That way when it 
comes to the big stuff, the hurtful stuff, 
you’re already well-practised at recognizing 
your own faults and flaws and you have the 
language to apologize effectively.
So, to my excellent Other Press staff: 
I’m sorry. Thank you for getting this issue 
together, and I’ll do everything I can to 
warn the next Editor-in-Chief so this never 
happens again. 
Until next issue,
Bex Peterson
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The Other Press has been Douglas 
College’s student newspaper since 1976. 
Since 1978 we have been an autonomous 
publication, independent of the student 
union. We are a registered society under 
the Society Act of British Columbia, 
governed by an eight-person board of 
directors appointed by our staff. Our head 
office is located in the New Westminster 
campus.
The Other Press is published weekly 
during the fall and winter semesters, and 
monthly during the summer. We receive 
our funding from a student levy collected 
through tutition fees every semester at 
registration, and from local and national 
advertising revenue. The Other Press is a 
member of the Canadian University Press 
(CUP), a syndicate of student newspapers 
that includes papers from all across 
Canada.
The Other Press reserves the right to 
choose what we will publish, and we 
will not publish material that is hateful, 
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activities. Submissions may be edited for 
clarity and brevity if necessary. All images 
used are copyright to their respective 
owners. 
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• BC government in 2018
• New graduation program for BC 
secondary school students
• New year and new tax rules
...and more!
Roshni Riar
Staff Writer
As of September 2019, BC secondary students nearing graduation will 
face a new curriculum. The change has 
been developed by the government of BC 
to modernize what has previously been 
taught and emphasized in classrooms.
Rob Fleming, Minister of 
Education, said in a press release that the 
implemented changes are an effort to give 
secondary school students the adequate 
skills and capabilities to help foster success 
after graduation.
“We’re pioneering important 
changes in classrooms today to make 
sure all students have the opportunity to 
explore where they want to go in life and 
build bright futures for themselves,” said 
Fleming. 
The December 14 press release states 
that new course offerings will include 
digital media, robotics, and environmental 
science. There is a specific focus on 
teaching Indigenous histories and points 
of view, resulting in the development of 
Grade 12 courses such as Contemporary 
Indigenous Studies and BC First Peoples. 
Additionally, 17 different Indigenous 
languages will be available to learn 
alongside previously-offered language 
studies courses such as French and 
Spanish.
On the integration of Indigenous 
studies into the revamped graduation 
program, Rob Fleming said, “Education is 
a key part of reconciliation, and we know 
that it’s crucial for Indigenous knowledge 
and history to be embedded in the learning 
that happens in the classroom […] We’re 
committed to improving results for 
Indigenous students and increasing the 
presence of Indigenous languages, culture, 
and history throughout all subject matter 
in BC schools.”
A major change that students will 
face is the discontinuation of course-based 
provincial exams. Provincial exams will be 
replaced by three mandatory graduation 
assessments, with numeracy being tested 
in Grade 10 and literacy testing in both 
Grades 10 and 12. The results of these 
assessments will be weighed and graded 
individually and appear on report cards 
and transcripts on their own, independent 
of all other required classes. Students in 
Grades 10 to 12 will still require 80 credits to 
graduate. 
Once the new graduation program 
and curriculum are in place in September, 
it will mark the completion of BC’s K-12 
educational revamp and redesign. The 
overhaul of the curriculum began in 
September 2016 with K-9, continuing with 
Grade 10 in September 2018. 
The press release stated that students, 
parents, teachers, institutions, and 
shareholders were all consulted in the 
development of the new programs and the 
changes implemented. The province aims 
to constantly improve what is being taught 
to keep education current, relevant, and 
valuable to the students who are preparing 
for either post-secondary education, a 
working environment, or simply life as an 
adult.
Andrea Sinclair, President of the BC 
Confederation of Parent Advisory Councils, 
said in the press release, “All parents want 
their children to graduate from school as 
educated citizens with the skills needed to 
take the next steps in their adult life. […] 
The new assessments in the graduation 
program, combined with the revised 
curriculum, enable all students to achieve 
their potential for future success.”
More options for better success
 › New graduation program for BC secondary school students
Tania Arora
Staff Reporter
Planning to drive while high? Get ready to pay a huge price.
Impaired driving has been a major 
contributor to road accidents. Now, after 
the legalization of cannabis, the British 
Columbian government has implemented 
stricter rules to ensure the safety of drivers 
and passengers. Beginning in 2019, new 
federal laws will be in place to address 
issues related to impaired driving. 
In October of last year, the federal 
government legalized and regulated 
cannabis for recreational uses. Following 
the move, the government updated the 
Criminal Code of Canada to include 
sections regulating cannabis usage 
while on road. According to the ICBC 
website, the new legislation sets a limit 
for the blood drug concentration level 
of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)—the 
principal psychoactive component of 
cannabis—that an individual can have 
while driving. It is illegal to drive with 
more than two nanograms of THC in your 
system.
  The new legislation has also given 
police the authority to use roadside saliva 
drug testing to assess whether a driver 
has THC in their system. This roadside 
check can be followed up by a blood test 
at the police station to determine the level 
of THC and the possibility of criminal 
charges.
If suspected of drug-affected driving, 
the penalty can range from the suspension 
of your driver’s license and prohibition 
from driving, to fines, points on your 
license, and jail time. Penalties will depend 
on the amount of THC found in the blood 
and the number of times you’ve been 
charged previously, and will be harsher if 
cannabis is combined with alcohol.
The BC government has a zero-
tolerance policy for Learner and Novice 
drivers, meaning drivers with such licenses 
aren’t allowed to drive if they have recently 
consumed any cannabis. If found guilty of 
cannabis-impaired driving, a Learner or 
Novice driver will be suspended of driving 
privileges and penalized, depending upon 
how much THC is in their system. 
The Government of Canada’s website, 
in an April 2017 news release on the 
changes in impaired driving laws, called 
impaired driving one of the nation’s biggest 
killers.
“Impaired driving is the leading 
criminal cause of death and injury in 
Canada. The Government has committed 
to creating new and stronger laws to punish 
more severely those who drive while under 
the influence of drugs, including cannabis,” 
said the news release.
Police can now randomly set 
roadblocks to check drivers for blood 
THC levels as well as blood alcohol levels. 
Anybody asked for a breath and/or saliva 
test has to comply with the procedure or 
else face the consequences. 
New alcohol and 
cannabis laws 
now in effect
 › Drive high, get fined
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Katie Czenczek
News Editor
It has been a little over a year and a half since the BC NDP-Green coalition government was elected, and 2018 marked another year of leaps forward, steps backwards, and much of the 
same politicking.  To help sift through some of the headlines that came out last year, the Other 
Press is taking a look at some of the biggest moments in BC’s government in 2018.
Pro-rep is Lit
The third attempt at bringing proportional representation to BC lost all of its charm. 
Despite the wide-spanning media campaign, British Columbians voted “no” to proportional 
representation as a voting system for the province.
Critics had a number of complaints about the proposed change: there was too much to 
be decided about the proposed voting systems to confidently make the change, the proposed 
systems weren’t explained well at all, and the ad campaign was just too embarrassing for 
desperately-needed young voters to support the government’s goal. 
With only 42.6 percent of British Columbians casting their ballots, the voter turnout was 
lower than the previous referendums. Possibly British Columbians are too married to the idea 
of First-Past-the-Post to move onto a different system—or the Liberal-backed anti-pro rep 
campaign’s scare tactics won this round.
Gender equity on government ID
2018 was the year that British Columbians were able to apply for a driver’s licence, birth 
certificate, identity card, and BC Services card that had a third gender option for those who 
are nonbinary. Option X was approved in November. This option follows a growing trend 
nationwide that is opting for a more gender-focused approach to identification than a sex-
based one. This result has been long-awaited for nonbinary people and advocates alike.
BC versus Canada on Kinder-Morgan
Premier John Horgan made national headlines when he went toe-to-toe with Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau and barred Kinder-Morgan’s construction in BC. Indigenous protestors led the 
charge against Kinder Morgan, since 130 communities from Alberta to British Columbia would 
be affected by the pipeline’s construction.
Alberta Premier Rachel Notley both limited oil shipments to BC and halted imports of BC 
wines to Alberta in order to add economic pressure, while the federal government threatened 
to cut funding to BC. Kinder Morgan set May 31 of last year as the drop-dead date to convince 
BC’s government to approve the pipeline. 
Ultimately, Horgan still refused, which prompted the Liberal government to buy the Trans 
Mountain pipeline for $4.5 billion—a decision that has been heavily criticized by Canadians. 
Although the Prime Minister can legally force the pipeline to be built, he has yet to do so, 
which may have something to do with Horgan’s announcement that BC is investing $41 billion 
in LNG Canada to build a natural gas pipeline that runs to Kitimat. 
Where are the promises for students?
One big issue on many students’ minds is the promise is to eliminate interest on student loans. 
The provincial government has yet to announce anything about cutting interest, despite this 
being one of their campaign promises when they were elected. Not only that, but access to 
Open Educational Resources is another hot-button topic that was left off the table in 2018. 
Although Horgan’s government announced last July that $1.9 million will be allotted to all 
25 public universities, colleges, and institutes to create more opportunities for work-integrated 
education, this budget pales in comparison to other sectors of government.
Minor steps towards better rentals
The government has taken steps towards dealing with the housing crisis.   Throughout the year 
they have announced funding plans to build subsidized housing for those fleeing violence, 
1,100 homes for Indigenous people both on and off reserves, and more student housing 
throughout the province. All of these promises were highlighted in the 30-point housing plan 
in last year’s budget. Over $7 billion has been set aside for these measures. The plan is set to 
be implemented over the next 10 years, and the province has already started some of these 
projects. 
Another component of the 30-point housing plan is to target speculators with a 0.5 
percent tax and then increase it to two percent this year. The aim of this tax is to lower the 
rate of vacant homes and alleviate the housing crisis. Some people have voiced concerns that 
the new tax would affect BC residents who own multiple properties, to which the government 
made amendments to better clarify who is taxed. 
On the flip side, many tenant rights groups such as the Tenant Resource and Advisory 
Centre (TRAC) had said they were disappointed that the provincial government approved a 4.5 
percent allowable rent increase for 2019, as reported in a previous article written by the Other 
Press. TRAC and other groups had said that they were hoping for a temporary rent freeze 
to deal with the already-inflated rental costs of living in the Lower Mainland. However, the 
government did close the loophole that allowed landlords to artificially inflate tenancies.
After all, it is government
Though it can be frustrating to watch promises go unhonoured, the provincial government still 
does have time to address many issues. With BC’s Budget 2019 just around the corner, they still 
have a little over two years to get it right. 
A year in review
 › BC government in 2018
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DOESN’T MAKE IT 
RIGHT.
Sexual violence and misconduct can never be part of student life.
It will not be tolerated.
Make campuses safe for everyone, play your part.
Tania Arora
Staff Reporter
The new year calls for some new rules and changes. 
The Canadian government has it all 
planned for the 2019 Federal Tax changes. 
The changes will cover a range of sectors 
including small businesses, parental leave 
benefits, housing, and cannabis sales. 
In a December press release by the 
Department of Finance, the Department 
mentioned their concern for small business 
owners and entrepreneurs. The press 
release stated, “Every day, in communities 
all across the country, Canada's small 
business owners and entrepreneurs work 
hard to grow their businesses and create 
the jobs that middle-class families rely on.”
Last January, the government reduced 
the small business tax rate down from 10.5 
percent to 10 percent. This January 1, they 
followed up with a further cut down to nine 
percent. 
In order to support low-income 
workers, the government has replaced 
the Working Income Tax Benefit with the 
Canada Workers Benefit (CWB). The move 
will help more than 2 million workers and 
their families. 
Apart from these, three immediate 
changes were introduced in the 2018 Fall 
Economic Statement. These changes 
related to businesses being able to write 
off the cost of certain manufacturing 
equipment, clean energy equipment, and 
other new assets.
In order to promote sound fiscal 
management and attract investments, the 
government report provided long-term 
economic and fiscal projections to the 2055 
to 56 fiscal year. These projections suggest 
sustainability over a long period of time. 
All the changes were welcomed by 
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, an 
association that links companies and the 
federal government. It shares the rules and 
changes by government with its members 
to ensure fair and legal trade practices. 
Bill Morneau, Minister of Finance, 
said in the December press release, "In 
2015, Canadians chose a government with 
a plan to strengthen and grow the middle 
class, and a focus on making sure that the 
benefits of growth were felt by everyone. 
Canadians are practical and pragmatic; 
they want to see decisions based on facts 
and evidence, with solutions that work 
and deliver real, meaningful results for 
people. With the new tax measures coming 
into force in 2019, this is exactly what we 
are delivering."
New year 
and new 
tax rules
 › Hello 2019
Arts
Have an idea for a story?
 arts@theotherpress.ca
• ‘Mirai’ film review
• An introspective look at Bita 
Motamedi’s ‘The Far End’
• Childish Gambino concert review
...and more!
Sonam Kaloti
Arts Editor
Calpurnia is an indie rock band formed in Vancouver in 2017. The band consists 
of vocalist and guitarist Finn Wolfhard 
(who is well-known due to his role as Mike 
Wheeler in the television show Stranger 
Things), vocalist and guitarist Ayla Tesler-
Mabe, drummer Malcolm Craig, and 
bassist Jack Anderson. Their debut EP 
Scout was released on June 15, 2018.
Their first concert scheduled for 
December 21  quickly sold out, so the band 
added another show the next night at the 
Vogue Theatre. 
With only a year of experience under 
their belt, I didn’t expect the band to 
be very developed. My prediction was 
accurate; there were many areas for the 
band to develop. Smaller issues, such 
as two guitar amps losing their cord 
connection and vocal pitch errors in their 
live performance, were both key faults 
most bands make in their earlier years. Of 
course, having room to grow is better than 
perceived flawlessness. 
I also expected rock to be prevalent 
in their live sound versus a mellow, breezy 
take but I was impressed by their smooth 
pace and key changes, easily gliding 
between the genres in each song. The 
quartet is extremely musically-inclined, 
which threw me for a loop considering 
their ages range from 16 to 17. Their 
movements on stage matched their 
tunes and the show came together as an 
experience of genuine indie rock. The 
audience swayed and grooved, then the 
next second the floor was pulsating with 
jumps.
 Wolfhard emitted amazing energy 
as centre stage—jumping off sets, 
headbanging while shredding his guitar, 
and in quieter moments leaning into the 
audience, capturing breaths during hushed 
moments. Tesler-Mabe was a sight for sore 
eyes, dressed in flowy red sequined pants 
and tall platform heels. 
They kicked off the set with “Wasting 
Time,” an upbeat tune boasting intense 
guitar solos. During “Louie,” Anderson 
clicked two sticks together for the beat, 
being a minimalist groovy song. The band 
also covered Weezer’s “Say It Ain’t So.” 
While many cannot do that song justice, 
Calpurnia pulled it off with their sound 
being similar enough, yet still presenting 
their own take with Wolfhard’s belting 
vocals. Seeing the setlist online, I was a bit 
disappointed that they didn’t play their 
cover of “Butterfly” by Twin Peaks, however 
they did cover “Wanted You.” 
Lastly, they played “Waves,” a track 
on Scout that sounds vastly different from 
the rest of the EP. Tesler-Mabe’s soft, Mac 
DeMarco-like voice carries throughout the 
song. The guitars strum dreamily, and the 
drums add the right amount of tang to the 
otherwise delicate seven-minute song. 
Although they’re a relatively new 
band, they’ve gained traction fast. They’re 
one to look out for as they gain the 
experience that will back them up on their 
journey into the spotlight. 
Vancouver’s very own Calpurnia
 › Calpurnia concert at the Vogue
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Sonam Kaloti
Arts Editor
Festivals are some of my most treasured memories for countless reasons, and Contact was one for the 
books. 
The annual two-day festival was held on 
December 28 and 29, making it both the best post-
Christmas celebration as well as the best end of 
2018 party. The art to be seen at raves and festivals 
is abundant and often exclusive to these kinds of 
events. People spend eons on makeup, body art, and 
customized outfits—and the love given to each other 
by other festival-goers for their hard work makes 
putting in the effort more than worth it. 
Dance circles are scattered among the crowd of 
professionals and people just looking to have fun or 
even learn from each other. Some people put on light 
shows and spin with trailing fabrics like ballerinas 
everywhere you look. The main stage at Contact was 
the biggest stage I’ve ever seen so far, with the set 
spanning an entire side of BC Place. 
Despite being an avid rave- and concert-goer 
since 2014, I’d never been to Contact before. The 
experience was thrilling, especially because the 
lineup was filled with artists I’ve loved since I was 
a wee lad. Big names scattered both the main and 
Fvded stages. 
Troyboi, Galantis, and Valentino Khan were 
just some of the performers for day one. However, 
the headliner for the first day was the one and 
only Skrillex (or grandfather of electronic music, 
as I like to call him.) His visuals were nothing too 
extraordinary and I was disappointed in a couple of 
his drops. The main point of his performance that 
confused me was when he conducted the audience to 
do jumping jacks, since this seemed to be a surefire 
way to induce heatstroke for most people there (I 
begrudgingly did them, though, and I lived to tell the 
tale). 
Besides those points, Skrillex was easily one of 
the best live electronic performances I’ve ever seen. 
His mixing was skillful, but the best part of his set 
was how he played songs that everyone wanted but 
didn’t expect. I’d continuously heard beforehand that 
he wouldn’t play his old songs because he only played 
his new remixes. The grapevine was fantastically 
wrong as Skrillex performed “Bangarang,” “Cinema”, 
and “Scary Monsters and Nice Sprites,” which had the 
entire BC Place arena screaming, “Yes, oh my God!”
Day two had its own share of bigtime 
artists, including but not limited to Space Jesus, 
Borgore, Nghtmre, The Chainsmokers, and Alison 
Wonderland. 
Unexpectedly, The Chainsmokers had a fierce 
EDM sound, which earned them a lot of cred 
among the ravers who expected a set full of poppy 
music much like their mainstream style. They did 
a great job reminding the audience of their roots in 
electronic, and in turn the crowd was blessed by the 
hard drops and intensity of their flashing stage lights.
Overall, Alison Wonderland took the cake for 
best set at Contact 2018. She played hits off her recent 
album, Awake, such as “Church,” “Easy,” and “Good 
Enough,” which thrust the audience into her soul-felt 
lyricism. Her beats were melodic, the mixing was 
smooth, and the bass she added was the kind where 
everyone must stop for a second to just take it in. 
Wonderland’s mix of heavy and heartfelt topped 
Contact like the cherry on a sundae. 
Wherever my next festival takes me, I hope to 
see her there once again.
Contact 2018: Two nights to remember
 › Contact Festival review
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Sonam Kaloti
Arts Editor
I never thought I’d be able to experience the Donald Glover—Childish Gambino—
live, in the flesh. Luckily for me, when he 
announced his departure from music with 
his “This Is America” tour, I finally could. 
The initial concert date of September 30, 
2018 was postponed to December 8 due to 
an injury. 
The concert was held at Rogers Arena 
and the opener, Rae Sremmurd, was just as 
phenomenal. Rae Sremmurd’s set featured 
iconic party hits such as “Come Get Her,” 
“Swang,” “Powerglide,” and even a cover of 
French Montana’s “Unforgettable.” 
Glover has had a large following for 
a long time, from before he played Troy 
Barnes on the television show Community, 
although that is where I was initially 
introduced to him. Despite his numerous 
musical attributes, beginning with his 2008 
mixtape Sick Boi, a majority of Glover’s 
setlist was derived from his more recent 
albums and singles, such as Awaken, My 
Love! 
His stage presence was demanding, 
exhilarating, but most of all intoxicating 
as you simply could not look away. His 
dancing was just as amazing, if not more 
so, in person as in his music videos. 
“2018, goddamn, you’re doing a lot 
of shit. I had maybe the worst year of my 
life. I’m dead serious,” Glover said to the 
audience, relaying his outlook on the 
coming times.
“The future used to be romantic […] 
it used to be like ‘Oh shit, we’ll have flying 
cars!’ Now it’s like, ‘I wanna get off. I wanna 
get off the ride.’” 
Prior to performing “Riot,” a song he 
stated was about “trying to get off the ride,” 
he told the crowd that whenever the song 
hit, the audience should focus on enjoying 
themselves.
During “This Is America,” he had a 
multitude of dancers dressed in school 
uniforms relating back to his music video. 
They all appeared to freestyle on stage, a 
performance that felt very personal. 
“Terrified” had the greatest stage 
setup, featuring two large lit blocks where 
it appeared to be Glover in one and a 
woman in the other, struggling to keep 
from drowning. 
Alongside his powerful vocals, his 
rapping was on the mark—steady and 
record-fast, just like his studio versions. 
Though disappointed that his career 
in music is now over, at least for the time 
being, it is exciting to wait and see what 
Glover will produce next and in what art 
form.
The last of Childish Gambino
 › Childish Gambino concert review
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Distribution Manager
    
The jokesters over at CollegeHumor 
launched their own comedy streaming 
platform Dropout TV. I’m here to tell 
you if their exclusive content is worth the 
subscription fee.
I wanted to like Cartoon Hell—the first full-length cartoon series offered by 
CollegeHumor’s Dropout TV—I really did.
In the dizzyingly fast-paced intro 
credits of Cartoon Hell we’re introduced 
to Caldwell Tanner and Nathan Yaffe, two 
cartoonists who sign a contract to have 
their art featured on a television show. On 
their way to the studio, however, the pair 
are run over by a hotdog truck and end 
up in hell, where week after week they’re 
forced to animate television pitches for 
their demon overlord Managar. (This is 
all summarized in the theme song, sung 
franticly and wonderfully by Weird Al 
Yankovic.)
Each episode, their demonic 
supervisor assigns a new topic to inspire 
a hit cartoon show for the upper demon 
management. A few of these cringey 
prompts have included “weed anime,” 
“elderly assassins,” “sexy boy skeletons,” 
and even “ugly babies.” The majority of the 
episode then consists of Tanner and Yaffe 
illustrating characters and brainstorming 
zany backstories, with the occasional 
interjection from Managar and other 
characters from the hellscape.
Cartoon Hell has a fantastic concept. 
It looks great, and the show pitches are so 
outlandishly entertaining that you almost 
wish they became real shows—except 
you don’t because these shows would 
assumedly be unwatchable.
Tanner and Yaffe also sell the heck out 
the show as co-leads, with a comfortable 
banter that’s both organic and entertaining 
to listen to. (Much of the dialogue feels 
slightly improvised, though in a positive 
way; I dug around online but couldn’t find 
anything that confirmed or debunked this 
theory.) They’re also joined by a fantastic 
voice cast of supporting characters, 
both recurring and one-offs. Especially 
delightful is Julia Lepetit’s character, a 
veteran cartoonist who’s been in hell so 
long that she’s taken on many demonic 
characteristics but also slays with her bone-
dry sense of humour.
The jokes are also some of the best 
on any Dropout original show. Quips 
and zingers pass by without drawn-out, 
predictable set-ups, and then it’s onto the 
next set of jokes. Each episode starts with 
Tanner and Yaffe cracking zingers about 
their latest tortures, ranging from a nearby 
toilet seat being perpetually cold, to how a 
15-car pileup made the morning commute 
a nightmare. (A quick twist at the end of 
the conversation reveals the car pileup was 
inside Tanner’s colon.)
What really ties each episode together 
nicely is the final few minutes, where a 
draft of the show is fed into the mouth of 
robot Cartoon-o-tron and viewers get to 
experience a taste of whatever monstrosity 
Tanner and Yaffe have birthed. It’s usually 
only part of a scene, rarely breaching a 
one-minute runtime, but the clips are fully 
animated and ridiculous. They’re able to 
offer some quick jokes without having to 
commit to the overall concept of a show 
about something stupid like “swanky space 
bugs.”
So why the 3/5 rating?
Oddly enough, where Cartoon 
Hell lags the most is during the actual 
cartooning segment. Tanner and Yaffe 
are both talented illustrators, and it’s 
cool watching their drafts progress as an 
episode goes on, but half of the episode is 
constricted to a closeup of an illustrating 
program as early sketches are slowly fleshed 
out. It’s punctuated with shots of the two 
cartoonists chatting, but it’s a relatively 
unengaging format for viewers. Think of a 
Mr. Dressup episode, but half of the show 
is spent just on his drawing board. 
Cartoon Hell also feels similar to 
Dropout’s other original program Um, 
Actually in that it could easily be half 
as long. Episodes run around the 18- to 
20-minute mark, which works for most 
traditional network comedies but not as 
well for Cartoon Hell. If you trimmed the 
runtime and the illustration portion, the 
show might be more digestible, though 
in doing so you lose the significance of 
following a cartoon’s creation from pitch to 
sample clip.
There’s an abundance of great 
television out there, which sets the bar 
fairly high for what people spend their 
limited free time watching. I can’t say 
Cartoon Hell is required viewing, or even 
something I’ll tune into regularly. However, 
it’s worth the occasional revisit, if only for 
the opening banter and previews for shows 
that will (rightfully) never see the light of 
day.
There are a handful of full Cartoon Hell 
episodes available on CollegeHumor’s 
YouTube channel, as well as a few shortened 
previews. Otherwise, the full season can be 
found on Dropout TV.
Tune in and Dropout: Animated show 
boasts a solid concept but lags in delivery
 › ‘Cartoon Hell’ review
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The Anime “New Wave ” is happening right now, as we see in the recent film 
Mirai.
Unlike the films of Studio Ghibli, 
which are part of an earlier style of anime, 
these more recent anime films try to 
present something in a new way and show 
mind-blowing images, as seen in titles like 
Your Name. and the films of Studio Ponoc. 
Studio Ponoc’s films in this style include 
Mary and the Witch’s Flower and their next 
film Modest Heroes (possibly opening in 
Vancouver next month), which is a series of 
short films in one film. 
It all began with Mamoru Hosoda’s 
2006 film The Girl Who Leapt Through 
Time, which presented time travelling as 
you’ve never seen it before. Hosoda’s next 
film Mirai also involves time travelling—
except this time, it focuses on aspects of 
family life.
Kun (Jaden Waldman) has a new 
sister named Mirai, which means future. 
However, when his mother (Rebecca Hall) 
and father (John Cho) spend more time 
with Mirai, Kun feels that they like his 
new sister more than him. When he goes 
outside of their front lawn and stands 
near their tree, he meets several members 
of his family in other forms including his 
dog, Yukko (Crispin Freeman), a future 
version of Mirai (Victoria Grace), and 
his grandmother’s father (Daniel Dae 
Kim). They all help Kun get through the 
challenges of having a sibling.
The film doesn’t only focus on the 
relationship between Kun and Mirai. 
It also portrays Kun’s parents handling 
two children, their father taking care of 
them while he is working, Kun’s mother’s 
relationship with her own mother and 
her childhood, and Kun learning new 
experiences. 
Most of the time the fantasy sequences 
begin the same way, which can be 
repetitive. I think they could have started 
them another way, like cutting scenes and 
speech differently. We also see a lot of 
shots of the frame panning up and down 
between the city of Yokohama and Kun’s 
house.
Mirai includes some scenes that are 
usually not seen in anime. In the scene 
where Kun learns to ride a bike, after he 
makes an attempt, it cuts to black before 
he tries again. When the film shows 
something through an iPad, the image 
looks like something in a video camera in 
the 1990s, although recent iPads have the 
retina display so the screen should not be 
pixilated. 
Hosoda uses some of his personal 
experiences to show what the family is 
going through after Mirai is born. There are 
a lot of references to the bullet trains and 
the trains in Japan because Kun likes trains 
and building train tracks.
The last quarter of the film is scary, 
so it might frighten young children. The 
station attendant is as creepy as HAL from 
2001: A Space Odyssey. The songs in the 
film by Tamuro Yamashita set the mood of 
the film and end it on a happy note. The 
track in the beginning of the film sounds 
like it could have fit with the Queen song, 
“You’re My Best Friend.” 
Mirai is a mind-blowing experience 
that shows that having a sibling can be fun. 
If you’d like to learn more about Mamoru 
Hosoda, there is a retrospective on his films 
by ScreenPrism.
While Mirai will be released on DVD 
and Blu-ray soon, if the film gets Best 
Animated Feature Film in the Academy 
Awards this year, it might be rereleased in 
select theatres.
A time-travelling journey 
through family life
 › ‘Mirai’ film review
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For those of us who seek inspiration for this new year, Bita Motamedi’s The Far 
End will surely inspire us to explore 2019.
Motamedi is a local watercolourist 
and portrait artist based in Burnaby. Her 
watercolour painting The Far End was 
featured in the Federation of Canadian 
Artists 2016 Juried Exhibition. Through 
artwork, students can be reminded of their 
goals and dreams for the coming months. I 
will use the vast landscape of The Far End 
as an illustration of how a powerful piece 
of art can remind us of our promises to 
ourselves and our potential.
The wide blue sky is part of a 
landscape that is a marvelous sight to 
behold. The large image of the blue sky 
that fills up a substantial portion of the 
painting awakens our curiosity to dream. 
The wide sky piques our interest by giving 
us a moment to wonder about the goals we 
hope to achieve this year. If you have goals 
and dreams that will push you to reach for 
the clouds, the mighty blue sky will inspire 
you to reach higher.
The sea is another important feature 
of the landscape. The wide sea illustrates 
the different stages of an adventure. 
Sometimes, an adventure can start off 
calm, the way the sea in this image 
appears to be serene. This calmness 
could help to gradually prepare you for 
the inevitable action and movement 
that are often required to pursue new 
year goals.
The sea is also a reminder that 
exploring the new year may involve 
travelling across water to visit new or 
familiar lands. If one of your 2019 goals 
involves exploring British Columbia, the 
image of the sea may inspire you to take 
a trip to Victoria via ferry. Or perhaps 
the image of the sea propels you to 
explore the New Westminster Quayside 
and Queensborough neighborhoods 
via the New Westminster Q to Q ferry 
service.
There are also images of three tall, 
leafless trees. These leafless trees reflect 
the importance of embracing the new 
year with an open mind. Your new year 
explorations may not be immediately filled 
with swashbuckling, epic adventures. Yes, 
it’s true that the new year is here. Yes, it’s 
also true that your new year may start off 
bare. Nonetheless, even though you may 
not see the immediate beauty of your 
2019 goals, take a moment to observe the 
presence of the leafless trees as a reminder 
to continue pursuing your aspirations.
The use of a rainless, bright landscape 
illustrates the luminance that is associated 
with a new year. Ignite your new year 
exploration engine with a bright, upbeat 
feeling. 
The inclusion of the parked boat on 
the sand is a reminder that we can start our 
2019 exploration at a still point. You can 
start your journey from a stationary stance. 
You can also begin your new sojourn using 
a tool, an object, or a mechanism that 
may not be fully utilized in the beginning 
stages. However, as time progresses, you, 
along with the object that facilitates your 
journey, will eventually increase your 
potential to achieve greatness in the new 
year.
Within the galaxy of artwork, 
interpretations of paintings that reflect 
explorative aspects of a new year can 
inspire us to pursue our goals. I hope my 
interpretation of The Far End can inspire 
you to ponder and wonder about the 
meanings hidden within paintings.
BC artist’s painting illustrates 
explorative nature of a new year
 › An introspective look at Bita Motamedi’s ‘The Far End’
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Autocorrect is often under fire as being a detriment to the Millennial 
Generation. However, can Canadians really 
claim this? 
It’s no lie that the Canadian vernacular 
is different from our neighbours to the 
south. Unfortunately, because of the US’s 
dominant media exposure, American 
English is often seen as the English 
standard and Canadian English is an 
afterthought—if it is considered at all. 
However, recognition of the difference 
doesn’t explain why the divergence exists. 
For those of you who are curious, allow me 
to explain.
First and foremost, let’s consider 
the existence of standardized spelling in 
general. In 1604 a schoolmaster by the 
name of Robert Cawdrey consolidated 
a series of word lists from various 
educational sources. Cawdrey’s publication 
is widely regarded as the first English 
dictionary and therefore stands as the sort 
of unofficial debut of standardized spelling.
Prior to this, spelling was kind of all 
over the place and varied depending on 
context and region. I say context because 
if you’ve ever been made to look at Middle 
English literature, then you might have 
noticed that authors enjoyed using 
homonyms. An example of this is Geoffrey 
Chaucer describing one of his characters 
in the Canterbury Tales as being “hendi,” 
which is a portmanteau of the Middle 
English equivalent of “handy” and “handsy.” 
The character was both useful to have 
around and also good at finger banging—
and you thought medieval literature was 
chaste ! Since there was no standardized 
spelling, Chaucer was able to get away with 
this without making his little joke super 
obvious. 
Of course, vocabulary evolved from 
this point and words changed. However, 
England still remained the worldly example 
in terms of use of the English language. 
What I mean is that in Europe, the form of 
English used in England is the standard—
which makes sense. This means that 
English translations in places like Germany 
often source from a similar dialect to 
Canada, because Canadian English is closer 
to British/European English than American 
English. 
In North America, however, American 
pop culture and media are vastly more 
dominant than Canadian or British media. 
This is partially because of population 
density, but also because of distribution, 
funding, and gatekeeping by media moguls 
and outlets. Due to this, American English 
is the version with prime visibility and 
therefore it has become the standard 
within North America itself. That’s why 
there is discourse regarding the two varying 
English dialects—but why do two exist in 
the first place?
The reason the two versions exist can 
be traced all the way back to our political 
existence. As Canadians, we are a member 
of the Commonwealth, which technically 
makes us a territory of the British Empire—
something that the US is not. Hence, our 
vernacular is similar to England’s. However, 
we also have a very large French influence 
which affects certain vocabulary choices. 
Due to acculturation, we have adopted 
various French and Indigenous linguistic 
quirks, such as the use of “toboggan” 
instead of “sled” (which started as a 
Mi’kmaq word that was appropriated into 
the Canadian French term “tabaganne,” 
and finally became “toboggan”). The 
Francophone heritage also reinforces 
our use of French derived words such as 
“parlour” and “centre” maintaining their 
European spelling. However, we can’t 
ignore our proximity to the US, so we have 
also adopted some Americanisms. Fore 
example, we use “z” instead of “s” in words 
that end in “ize,” like “realize” and “stylize.”
I guess you could say that Canadian 
English is kind of like Canada itself. It is a 
melting pot, but it’s a little guilty of taking 
on too much American cheese.
• Meatless Monday: Vegan Swiss chard 
hot salad
• Cheap, DIY self-care recipes for the new 
year
...and more!
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
Beginning January 1, 2019, retail pet stores in the state of California 
are banned from selling dogs, cats, or 
rabbits from private breeders. The law 
was originally passed in October 2017, 
after being presented by California State 
Assemblymember  Patrick O’Donnell and 
signed by Governor Jerry Brown.
The law itself is called “The Pet Rescue 
and Adoption Act” and it specifically limits 
the retail sale of privately-bred animals. 
Instead, pet stores are allowed to carry 
only animals that have been brought in 
from government-funded animal shelters 
or non-profit rescue organizations. Any 
business found in violation of this law, or 
unable to provide proper documentation 
pertaining to where the animal is from, 
will be fined $500 per animal. Individuals 
seeking to purchase privately bred animals 
will still be allowed to do so.
For many animal activists, this is a 
major win. Pet stores are the largest source 
of revenue for illegal animal mills. If you 
are unsure what that term is, according 
to Avenson v. Zegart it is “a [animal] 
breeding operation in which the health 
of the [animal] is disregarded in order to 
maintain a low overhead and maximize 
profits.” This definition—which was 
originally presented in a 1984 US District 
Court case—referred to puppy mills and 
dogs, but the definition has been adapted 
by the ASPCA and its sister organizations 
to include a variety of animals. 
It is the hope of the California 
government that this will not only affect 
the number of mills in operation, but also 
the sheer number of homeless animals 
that the state is dealing with. In the past, 
California has spent over $250 million 
annually to house and euthanize various 
shelter animals, O’Donnell said in an 
October 2017 press release.
In terms of seeing this sort of 
legislation come up to Canada, I would 
say it isn’t impossible. BC in particular 
has its own animal overcrowding issues, 
with places like Kelowna and 100 Mile 
House acting as havens for illegal breeding 
operations due to the amount of open land 
plots. Now that California has broken the 
ice, we will simply have to wait and see.
California’s aggressive new anti-mill law
 › Activists praise this cautious step forward
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 › WTF bro, why you different?
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a letter from the next lane
by Cara Seccafien
Dear Splashy Man,
You probably do not know who you are. Your awareness is lacking. To a certain degree I understand how you became this way. When you are partially underwater, the experience of someone above the surface 
is always a bit challenging to comprehend. I understand your passion for swimming and your love for the 
pool. I understand that when you are in love, your inhibitions are down.
Let me tell you who you are in case you have not caught on. Frequenter of Templeton Park and Britannia 
Pools in East Vancouver. White or white-passing person, cis man or cis-passing person. Roman nose (I like 
your nose, this is not a judgement). Mint green swim cap. Favours the front crawl. Occasionally practices the 
butterfly stroke. Splashes everyone around you. A lot.
You probably do not know who I am because I do not splash you. I know who you are because I favour 
the backstroke and every single time I feel water wash over my face, I look up and see that mint green swim 
cap. Every. Single. Time.
I have a bit of a motto that I live by and I’d like to offer it to you. It is critical to spend time sorting through 
your judgements, to question everything you are taught, and to observe how your life experience impacts 
the ways in which you move through this world because when your inhibitions are down, all of that comes 
flooding out. Splashy man: Your inhibitions are down, everything is flooding out, and you are obviously not 
aware of the ways in which you move through the pool.
Do you know how long it took for me to become comfortable taking up space at a public pool with my 
nearly naked body?
I started swimming over a year ago; I’m not sure exactly when I started coming regularly. I went weekly 
with my pool friend (who is also my best friend) Emily, and at some point I started coming two and three 
times a week. About six months ago, Emily said that she had become a pool bitch and I thought I had too. A 
pool bitch, I think, is someone who is confident and comfortable taking up space at the pool and is not afraid 
to ask for that space.
But that’s not how long it took. The truth is I swam as a very young child. My family and I went to the 
beach every summer for as long as I remember. My parents did not teach me to swim at all, but I played in 
the water. My sister has told me stories of my dad throwing her into a deep part of lake to teach her, but I 
have no such memory.
Through elementary school, I participated in swimming field trips, then lessons, but I was always “afraid” 
of the deep end and always “behind” other kids my age in terms of skill. I do not believe that my fear of 
the deep end was really about sinking or swimming. I had childhood anxiety punctuated by embarrassment 
about my body. I was embarrassed about both not being feminine enough and being too feminine (read: 
genderqueer baby). Most young girls and AFAB (assigned female at birth) people are self-conscious about 
their bodies. I also had an intense fear of death and I think at some point I equated the deep end with a quick 
death, in my swimsuit, among my entire class. I remember a distinct fear that if I dived, I would crack my 
skull on the bottom of the pool and no one would notice that I never came up for air.
And just like that, swimming was another boys’ club that I just did not join. Which is ridiculous because 
since when is swimming a boys’ club? Obviously, many girls at my school and at the pool swam well and 
happily and did not appear to be self-conscious. But anything can feel like a boys’ club when boys are having 
fun, splashing, and taking up space, and girls are afraid.
By high school, it didn’t matter anymore if I was good or bad at swimming because when I went to the 
pool, my anxiety was so bad that I would be unable to float at all due to muscle tension.
Nine years of therapy and 30 milligrams of citalopram later, I realized it was time to integrate exercise 
into my self-care routine, and swimming was really the only form of activity I wanted to try. It helped that my 
best friend would come with me.
So you see, Splashy Man, most of the time I don’t think about the whole story. I don’t think about how 
I could have loved swimming from a very young age. I don’t think about how many years of pleasure I was 
robbed, how many therapists told me to try exercising to manage anxiety, and why it was so difficult to take 
their advice. What I did not tell you, Splashy Man, is that this fear of exploring the capacity of my physicality 
was not just a swimming problem. When you look at it that way, you cannot deny that I share this story with 
other AFAB people, women, and girls.
However, when you splash and in turn take up more than half a lane of space, which is the amount 
we are each allotted at the public pool—and you don’t take it up because of your size or your needs, but 
because you can’t seem to master an efficient stroke, and that water goes over my face and up my nose, and 
I feel like I’m going to drown which means I could die, and I see your mint green swim cap—I do think of the 
whole story, and I do feel robbed, and I do feel angry. 
Despite this, I have vowed to not let you, Splashy Man, ruin my swim. I love swimming. I actually do not 
care if I am “good” at swimming anymore. I love that my body can do something other than think and read 
and write and draw. My body feels soft and calm and cool and weightless in the pool. When my ears are 
underwater, I relish in a break from all of the auditory stimulation that normally drains me. I spend half of 
my time at the pool either in the hot tub, steam room, or sauna, just doing nothing. That part is lovely. Also, 
endorphins are real, people.
Sincerely,
Cara Seccafien
life & style // no. 12 theotherpress.ca
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The new year is here—and with it, all the stress of the real world. You’d think 
it would be easy to jump back into your 
everyday routine after the relaxation of a 
holiday break, but it can be surprisingly 
stressful. In the mad dash to get back 
into your daily grind, what often ends 
up happening is that your self-care gets 
neglected. Coupled with financial stress, 
drab weather, and a new semester at 
school, it can be tough to manage the stress 
that has crept its way back into your life.
Here’s a few ways to ease back into 
the swing of things. With a few simple yet 
effective ideas, you can take a little bit of 
time so that you don’t have to start your 
new year feeling stressed and run down.
Face masks
Face masks are easy to make at home and 
you probably have most of the ingredients 
to whip one up in your pantry.
Ingredients like honey and oatmeal 
might seem weird to slather on your face, 
but they have surprising skincare benefits. 
Oatmeal has anti-inflammatory properties 
and can help to soothe skin and retain 
moisture. Honey has antibacterial and 
antimicrobial properties that can help 
ease breakouts while simultaneously 
moisturizing the skin.
Simply mix two tablespoons of honey 
with two tablespoons of oatmeal, then add 
a splash of hot water until it’s evenly mixed. 
Spread a thick layer over your face and let 
sit for fifteen minutes. Rinse with warm 
water and moisturize accordingly.
Body scrubs
Body scrubs are easy to work into your 
shower routine. They smell great, make 
your skin soft, and are an extra little bit 
of self-care you can work into your busy 
schedule to make yourself feel good.
For a simple body scrub, all you need 
is some coconut oil, wet coffee grounds, 
and essential oils of your choosing.
Melting 1/4 cup of coconut oil in 
the microwave, mix in 1/4 cup of coffee 
grounds and the essential oils. Some good 
options include tea tree oil, which helps 
with acne prone skin but can be drying; 
rose water, which helps soften the skin; 
or a soothing chamomile. Eight drops 
of oil should be enough to implement a 
noticeable scent and desired effect.
Wet your skin with warm water and 
scrub your skin gently, rinsing as the 
coconut oil begins to melt.
Massage oil
Massage oil might seem unnecessary or 
extravagant, but it can really help you wind 
down and physically relax. You just need 
two ingredients and a few minutes before 
bed.
Mix 1/4 cup of neutral carrier oil—I 
recommend sweet almond oil because 
it absorbs easily—and 8 to 10 drops of 
essential oils of your choice in a small 
container and massage into your shoulders 
and temples as needed. You can also add 
some arnica oil if you’re looking to relieve 
muscle pain and inflammation.
Lavender and grapefruit essential 
oils both smell good and work to relieve 
anxiety and stress. Peppermint oil is known 
to relieve headaches, if that’s what you’re 
struggling with. If there’s a particular issue 
you want to try to relieve, look up which 
essential oils can help you and play around 
with the recipe!
An alternative resolution:
Relax and take care of yourself
 › Cheap, DIY self-care recipes for the new year
Now Hiring!
Work for the Other Press
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• Business Manager
Start date to be determined
• Social Media Coordinator 
Open until filled
Please email your resume and cover letter to 
editor.otherpress@gmail.com or contact us for more information.
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January is a time for new resolutions and making the most out of being cold 
and rained on. Okay, so hopefully maybe only the first part. With the new year 
comes the “new year, new me” mentality, and we here at the Other Press want 
to encourage that. We want you to be your best self and get all of those goals 
accomplished! Which is why we put together this little list of songs that we like 
to use to hype ourselves up. Nothing says “Get shit done” like these ballads. 
So, enjoy!
  Busy Earnin’ by Jungle (Katie)
  Dilemma by Hiromi, Anthony Jackson, and Simon Phillips (Jerrison)
  Are You Ready by Disturbed (Caroline)
  Icon by Jaden Smith (Lauren)
  Comanche by In This Moment (Brittney)
  Party For One by Carly Rae Jepsen (Bex, for Katie)
  Adventures in Success by Will Powers (Isabelle)
  The Touch by Stan Bush (Greg)
otherplaylistthe
Brittney MacDonald
Life and Style Editor
#DOUGLIFE
Share your photos with us on Instagram using the hashtag 
#DougLife, for a chance to be featured in the paper! 

This week’s photo is by samiksha95
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
As a vegan or a vegetarian, you might find that you’re having trouble keeping your iron levels up. This can lead to extreme fatigue, pale skin, chest pain, dizziness, 
and a multitude of other symptoms. Lucky for us plant-based people—and for 
everyone else—delicious leafy greens like Swiss chard are packed full of iron!
• Ingredients
• 2 tbsp olive oil
• 1 shallot
• 2 green onions
• 1/2 cup chickpeas
• 1 bunch of Swiss chard
• 1 tomato
• 1/2 lemon
• Pinch of salt and pepper
Begin by draining your chickpeas and then letting them sit in the fridge. Next, chop the 
Swiss chard into bite-sized pieces. After that, proceed to chop up the shallot and the 
green onions. Slice the whole tomato, but don’t make it too thin, otherwise the mass 
and texture will be lost when you cook it. Juice the lemon, then set the juice aside.
When you’re ready, heat up a skillet on medium high. Wait for the skillet to be 
warm before coating it in the olive oil. When it is hot enough, add the shallots and 
green onions. Sauté them for three to five minutes, or until the shallots are soft and 
they start to smell really good. Mix in the drained chickpeas, then salt and pepper to 
taste. Stir it slowly but constantly. You need it to be hot all the way through. 
When you’re satisfied that the chickpeas are sufficiently heated, mix in the Swiss 
chard. Sauté until the Swiss chard is slightly wilted, then add in the tomatoes. Be 
careful not to add the tomatoes too soon, or they will break up and will make the dish 
too watery. When the tomatoes are just starting to get warm, pour in the lemon juice 
and give everything a quick stir. Add more salt and pepper to taste, then serve.
Meatless Monday: Vegan 
Swiss chard hot salad
 › Getting that iron in when you can
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Naomi Ambrose
Staff Writer
Another new year is here. Can you guess what else is here as well? If your 
answer is that it’s another year to question 
the relevance of making New Year’s 
resolutions, I would like to congratulate 
you. However, if you agree that making 
New Year’s resolutions remains important, 
I’m with you. 
While it may be worthwhile to 
appreciate both sides, I’d like to focus on 
the latter. New Year’s resolutions deserve to 
be celebrated and I believe that they don’t 
get enough credit for their importance. 
New Year’s resolutions are great ways 
to motivate yourself and there’s no better 
time to start a goal than at the beginning 
of the new year. It can be a rewarding 
experience to follow through with a goal 
you make. If you make a promise to 
yourself to go to the gym at least three 
times a week, you’re probably excited at 
envisioning the health benefits you’ll get 
from a good gym workout. Additionally, 
when you follow through with your goal, 
you’ll feel more confident in yourself. As 
another example, if you made a resolution 
to do some more volunteering, you’ll 
probably feel happy to know that you’ll be 
helping someone or some cause that you 
care about. 
If you didn’t decide to make one of 
those resolutions, or any resolutions for 
that matter, you won’t have that chance to 
experience the joy and sense of fulfillment 
that one could get from making a goal and 
sticking to it. 
Making New Year’s resolutions is also 
an excellent way to develop your follow-
through skills and stick-to-itiveness. Let’s 
say that this year, you told yourself that 
you’d make a greater effort to perform a 
task such as quitting smoking or eating 
healthier. These are tasks that many people 
have as their goals but rarely actually decide 
to do. By committing to this task in the 
form of a resolution, even temporarily, 
you’ll be happier with yourself that you 
followed through, whether it was for a few 
weeks or months. 
You can also think about who else 
would be happy with that resolution—such 
as your friends, significant others, and your 
family. 
New Year’s resolutions are also 
excellent tools for self-reflection. Sticking 
to your desire to go to the gym or eating 
better shows to yourself that you care about 
your health and well-being. You are taking 
some time to think about the extent to 
which you value your health or time—a 
question that may ultimately help you to 
perform your work, class tasks, or projects 
to the best of your ability and lead to a 
higher overall quality of life
It’s important to make goals for 
yourself and to stick to them, which is what 
New Year’s resolutions celebrate. If you’ve 
given up on making these resolutions, it’s 
my hope that you’ll reconsider—or at least 
be inclined to make them next year.
For the love of resolutions
 › Making New Year’s resolutions should still be practiced
• 'Ralph Breaks the Internet' is a required 
viewing
• The need for less boozy LGBTQ+ spaces
...and more!
Bex Peterson
Editor-in-Chief
If you’re looking objectively, without nuance or barriers, it seems like there 
are many opportunities in Vancouver for 
LGBTQ+ people to meet and mingle. Pub 
crawls, club nights, gay bars—we’re almost 
famous for it. However, these spaces aren’t 
as accessible as they might first appear to 
be. 
It’s not a fresh, new, or nuanced point 
to make, but a lot of the gathering and 
socializing opportunities for LGBTQ+ 
people are framed in an alcohol-forward 
context. Bars, pubs, clubs—these aren’t 
exactly quiet sober places. The queer 
community in the city especially seems to 
run on two separate concepts; you seem to 
either have alcohol and party-forward and 
focused events, or explicitly sober events. 
I’m not here to condemn party-
forward LGBTQ+ spaces. I feel like my 
major concern with this issue is that it 
often becomes a binary argument, if and 
when it does come up. According to the 
Canadian Mental Health Association, 
LGBTQ+ people are “up to 14 times” more 
likely to be at risk for substance abuse, 
among other mental health concerns. 
I feel like we drive those at risk of 
or suffering from substance abuse out of 
accepting spaces when it’s all or nothing; 
either it’s a party night in Vancouver where 
alcohol consumption is basically expected, 
or it’s a completely sober event where 
any substance use is prohibited. I also 
want to clarify explicitly that I think that 
completely sober substance-free events 
are extremely important and far rarer than 
they should be. For people who have self-
medicated in the past and are recovering 
addicts, having a space free of substance 
use is incredibly valuable for broader 
socialization and for ensuring a safe and 
comfortable environment. 
I think as a person in the LGBTQ+ 
community my main concern is the lack 
of a broader middle ground. It’s hard to 
meet people in the community, to find 
more people who share your experience. 
For many people, alcohol and substance 
use allows a level of freedom. I know 
when I first started self-identifying and 
understanding who and what I was in 
a largely heteronormative and binary 
environment, having substance-positive 
spaces definitely helped. 
However, for people 
who aren’t comfortable 
with a party atmosphere 
and especially for younger 
LGBTQ+ people, the 
club and bar scene can 
be incredibly isolating. 
You don’t see too many 
LGBTQ+ coffeehouse 
events that focus on 
community-building 
(though some do exist and 
should be supported!). I 
would love more middle-
ground environments; 
not explicitly sober, not 
explicitly substance-
forward. Places where people under 19 can 
hang out and find support and acceptance 
from older members of the community, 
and places where people can have a quiet 
drink or smoke and bond with people 
like them without the pressure of a party 
atmosphere. 
When I first came out and wanted to 
bond with a broader community, many of 
the most visible opportunities presented 
to me were party-oriented. I’m not much 
of a clubber, but I do enjoy the occasional 
drink. It was—and still is—difficult to find 
a space in my own community that isn’t 
fully one or the other.
It comes down to normalizing the 
space that LGBTQ+ people take up and 
claim for ourselves. As LGBTQ+ people 
though, it is worth asking ourselves the 
question when we’re looking at events and 
initiatives. Who does this event appeal to? 
Who are we leaving out?
The need for less boozy LGBTQ+ spaces
 › Alcohol is only a social lubricant for some
issue 15// vol 45 opinions // no. 15
Jacey Gibb
Distribution Manager
I didn’t enter the theatre of Ralph Breaks the Internet expecting to cry. Heck, 
based on the now-franchise’s first film, 
Wreck-It Ralph (2012), I was expecting 
cute characters, some top-notch voice 
acting, and a generous helping of food 
puns. All the aforementioned expectations 
were immensely satisfied, but I didn’t 
anticipate watching anything as heartfelt 
as the friendship at the core of Breaks the 
Internet.
Before I explain, be advised that 
this article contains significant spoilers 
from Ralph Breaks the Internet, including 
moments from the film’s climax. On the 
off-chance you haven’t seen the movie and 
would very much like to one day, please 
redirect your eyes to any of the other fine 
article included in this week’s issue of the 
Other Press. 
(Seriously though, it’s a fantastic 
movie and deserves better than to be 
spoiled for you by a college newspaper.)
Ralph Breaks the Internet starts off 
(somewhat arbitrarily) six years after its 
predecessor. Ralph (voiced by John C. 
Reilly) and Vanellope von Schweetz (Sarah 
Silverman) are having a blast, playing 
in their own games and spending the 
evenings after closing time, exploring other 
arcade games. Fairly early on, however, it 
becomes clear that Vanellope isn’t happy 
with the same routine every day—the same 
racecourses, the same drivers. She wants 
something more, even though Ralph’s 
happy as can be doing the same stuff.
Through chance happenings, the pair 
end up connecting to the arcade’s new Wi-
Fi and find themselves in the online racing 
game Slaughter Race. Here, Vanellope 
meets other racers she connects with, 
contained to a hellish landscape full of 
danger. It’s exactly what she needs, which 
Ralph resists from the very beginning.
The absence of any real villain in 
Ralph Breaks the Internet is noteworthy. 
The spotlight feels shared between the 
two main characters. We understand both 
of their perspectives and reasons behind 
their individual actions. No character is 
necessarily more sympathetic, but they also 
selfishly make choices that will negatively 
affect others. (Vanellope delays telling 
Ralph that she’s not going home to her 
original game Sugar Rush; Ralph unleashes 
a computer virus in hopes of infecting 
Slaughter Race.) 
When Vanellope finds out that Ralph 
meant for her new game to be ruined, 
there’s genuine heartbreak between the 
characters. She feels betrayed that Ralph 
would go out of his way to try and stop her 
from making this decision for herself. He 
just can’t be happy for her instead.
Things really take a turn for the worse 
when the virus detects Ralph’s insecurities 
and the Internet becomes overrun with 
Ralph duplicates looking for their friend. 
The duplicates eventually form together, 
creating a massive Ralph-like entity of 
individual Ralphs.
The climax feels a little heavy-
handed, with the original Ralph telling the 
composition of clones to let Vanellope go 
and how he couldn’t do that before. There 
comes a time in each friendship where 
you have to be selfless and learn to respect 
your friend’s decisions—even if they’re not 
the decisions you would’ve made. In the 
end, Vanellope stays in Slaughter Race and 
her and Ralph video chat every weekend, 
as well as make plans to see each other 
the next time Slaughter Race receives an 
update. 
Vancouver’s a transient city to live 
in. If you haven’t experienced it already, 
you’ll soon feel the sinking dread of having 
your close friends move away to live in 
more affordable cities, lured away by the 
possibility of owning property, or maybe 
even saving some of their paycheques. Even 
though most of my friends have successful, 
well-paying jobs, few of them plan on 
sticking around in this city.
A week before seeing Ralph Breaks 
the Internet in theatres, my best friend for 
the past eight years moved to Germany. 
It’s an incredible opportunity for her: She’s 
gone to be with her girlfriend and family, 
and she’s moving to a city where artists are 
more valued for their craft. None of these 
reasons made our eventual goodbye any 
less wrenching.
I experienced a lot of the same 
emotions Ralph did, from the disbelief 
toward my friend vaguely talking about 
moving someday, to the hopelessness he 
felt knowing it was only a matter of time. 
They’re all valid emotions—expected, 
even—but Ralph’s reaction is where he 
goes off the rails. He attempts to sabotage 
his friend moving forward in life at the 
expense of her happiness. It’s not until he 
sees thousands of copies of himself, all 
pathetically clambering for Vanellope’s 
friendship, that Ralph realizes how toxic 
his actions were.
The lesson at the heart of Breaks the 
Internet is this: Friendship is more than a 
shared proximity. It’s a mutual respect for 
each other’s values and life trajectories, 
even when those trajectories take you in 
different directions. 
And if your friend decides to move to 
Berlin—I mean, Slaughter Race—instead 
of brainstorming ways to keep her from 
going, you make travel plans for when 
you’re going to visit.
‘Ralph Breaks the 
Internet’ is required 
viewing for anyone 
transitioning to 
adulthood
 › Disney explores the mature (and immature) 
way of saying goodbye to a friend
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Opinions Editor
I think Shrek said it best when he so eloquently stated, “Better out than in, 
I always say.” This is a philosophy I live 
by, and I thought many other people did 
as well. Yet whenever I burp in public, 
people give me dirty looks, call me rude, 
and instantly judge my character. I will no 
longer stand for it. 
We should all be free not only to burp 
in public whenever our bodies tell us we 
need to without judgement, we should also 
be able to pass any type of gas freely. 
I know what you’re thinking. “But no 
one wants to smell a stranger’s farts!” I can 
agree with you there. However, according 
to WebMD most gas is actually odourless, 
so you don’t have to worry about that too 
much. 
Listen, we’re all human. We have all 
basic biological functions that we need to 
carry out for our health. We shouldn’t be 
shamed, mocked, or judged for carrying 
out our fundamental bodily objectives. In 
fact, I think we should all learn to accept 
and celebrate our gas-filled flesh vessels. 
It makes no sense to be ashamed of 
something that we all need to do everyday. 
Also, call me immature, but farting and 
burping is always hilarious. So, I say let ’er 
rip. 
We’ve all had times when we 
are forced to hold in our gas out of 
embarrassment. Whether it be on public 
transit, in the middle of a quiet classroom, 
or when you’re with an attractive person, 
we’ve all been there. However, belching, 
breaking wind, or whatever it is you’re 
doing, your body is supposed to be doing 
it, so you really shouldn’t be holding it in. 
If you don’t belch it out, it can go down 
your digestive tract and cause 
indigestion and even more gas in 
the form of flatulence. 
Moreover, holding in your 
flatulence builds up a lot of 
pressure in your intestines and can 
cause awful cramps. Seriously, it’s 
not good for your digestive health. 
Furthermore, the fact is that it’s 
not just going to go away. It has 
to be released somehow, whether 
you want it to or not. It just finds 
a different way out, whether it 
be through the mouth or the rectum. As 
Clare Collins, Professor in Nutrition and 
Dietetics from the University of Newcastle, 
wrote in a Newsweek article, “A build up 
of intestinal gas can trigger abdominal 
distension, with some gas reabsorbed into 
the circulation and exhaled in your breath. 
Holding on too long means the build up of 
intestinal gas will eventually escape via an 
uncontrollable fart.” 
Moral of the story, if you’ve got gas, 
you’ve got to let it out—or it will let itself 
out. 
If you really have to pass gas but are 
too embarrassed about it, go to a washroom 
or other private place. But please, don’t 
hold it in.
In defense of public 
burping and gas-passing
 › Let ’er rip… it’s for your health
Humour
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(March 21 – April 20)
You’re starting off the year 
on a slightly sour note, but don’t let that 
dissuade you from giving it your all! Despite 
the early setback, this year promises to be 
full of personal growth. Don’t be afraid to 
confront your inner demons—it’s all in the 
name of change. 
(June 22 – July 23)
2018 was a year full of 
radical honesty for you, Cancer. Facing 
your problems head-on was tough but 
necessary. This year promises to be full of 
success! Forms of personal self-expression 
are especially poignant during 2019.
(Sept 24 – Oct 23)
Fabulous changes are in 
store, Libra! This year brings a heavy burst 
of confidence and assertiveness, giving 
you the ability to fight for what you really 
want. Don’t let others stand in your way or 
crush your newfound independence—it’s 
all about you!
(Dec 22 – Jan 20)
Time to ease up, Capricorn! 
2018 was all about trying to put in the work. This 
year promises to be smoother sailing than the 
last. Keep your goals in mind but focus less on 
the end result and more on enjoying the ride. 
This is also the year to buckle down on your 
finances. Big changes are coming up and you’ll 
need a little extra cash. By putting a little aside 
each month, you’ll be able to have an easygoing, 
relaxing summer break!
(April 21 – May 21)
It’s no surprise that you 
spent the last year surrounded by people, 
Taurus. Everybody loves your reliable, 
devoted nature! This year expand your 
social circle even more. The forces around 
you will be more than willing to lend a 
helping hand to whatever you’re looking 
for. 
(July 24 – Aug 23)
Old problems resurfaced 
for you last year, but you faced them with 
a fresh outlook and originality. With that 
under your belt, you’ll have no problem 
with the new year! Avoid getting stuck in a 
rut by putting your pride aside and asking 
others for help. You’ll be glad you did!
(Oct 24 – Nov 22)
This is a perfect year 
to let go of the past. Let old grudges be 
bygones and embrace the new changes in 
your life. Pushing these negative thoughts 
and emotions aside could result in one of 
your most productive years. 
(Jan 21 – Feb 19)
Aquarius, this year is going 
to be a big one for personal achievements 
and growth. Have you felt like you’ve been 
trapped in a rhythm for a while? It’s time to 
take your mental and physical health into 
perspective. You’re so close to your ideal 
self! With a bit of self-reflection, you’ll be 
on the right path.
(May 22 – June 22)
Last year held big changes 
for curious Geminis across the globe. Do 
you feel like you’re a bit off-kilter? Spend 
this year settling your roots into the 
ground. Face any personal challenges or 
problems with the same gentleness that 
you would (and often do!) extend towards 
others. 
(Aug 24 – Sept 23)
It felt like 2018 would 
never end for you, Virgo! Major setbacks in 
life and love tripped you up and made you 
feel like you’d never get back on your feet. 
But the stars will align this year to give you 
a hearty dose of much-needed luck! Your 
natural inclination to plan and organize 
will take you far. 
(Nov 23 – Dec 21)
2019 is the year to go all 
in, Sagittarius! In years past you’ve made a 
list of everything you’ve wanted to do, but 
instead of putting work into these goals, 
you’ve let them pile up. Take small steps 
at first but move towards big strides—
everything is within your grasp!
(Feb 20 – Mar 20)
Dare to be bold, Pisces! 
You’re feeling full of energy and willing to 
put it all on the line. Throw yourself into 
your work, exercise, or creative passions—
you’ll feel as if you have a lot to give. By 
placing your attentions on multiple things, 
the year will fly by before you know it! 
• Bullies ready to swing again
• Second break needed
• Favourite child revealed through 
Christmas gifts
...and more!
Weekly horoscopes Isabelle OrrEntertainment Editor › Check out how to best prepare for 2019!
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor 
Sources say local high school bullies all across Canada were excited to see their 
ex-victims home for the holiday season. 
“I’m so excited to see all of those nerds 
again,” Cole McArthur, 28, told Other Press 
reporters as he stood by his dented Ford-
150. “It really is the most wonderful time of 
the year.” 
McArthur, like other residents of 
Nanaimo who never left their hometown 
for work, school, or travel, relished the 
opportunity to push around people 
physically smaller than him. 
“I feel like I can finally let loose by 
being a dick to everyone who wasn’t on 
the football team in high school,” said 
McArthur, who has two DUIs and works for 
his father’s construction company. 
Other Nanaimoites, like Jenny 
Thompson, 25, looked forward to seeing 
former classmates in the same Quality 
Foods she had worked in for her entire life. 
“I can’t wait to see that little bitch 
Elizabeth Ortiz,” Thompson said, holding a 
clearly counterfeit Michael Kors bag. “How 
dare she move away to a town full of art and 
culture that her small-town life couldn’t 
provide. If she had any dignity she would 
stay in Nanaimo, marry a mill worker, and 
die a kilometre away from her childhood 
home like the rest of us, that stuck-up 
bitch.” 
Samuel Lloyd, founding member 
of Nanaimo District Secondary School’s 
computer animation club, was eager to 
take time off from his job as a structural 
engineer in Toronto to see his friends and 
family back home.
“It’ll be nice to see my mom and dad,” 
Lloyd said on a conference call before his 
private flight back to the West Coast. “I 
haven’t seen them since I got back from 
my vacation in the Bahamas. It’ll be a bit 
strange to be back in Nanaimo, but I think 
it’s about time.” 
“Lloyd? Yeah, he was such a loser. All 
him and his loser friends did was poke 
around at their dumbass computers. I bet 
he’s still a virgin,” said McArthur, spitting 
tobacco juice directly onto the floor of the 
Starbucks where 
the interview was 
being conducted. 
“I can’t wait to give 
him a noogie.” 
“I don’t 
remember Cole,” 
Lloyd said into 
his iPhone 9 
protype that Apple 
released just for 
him. “Was he that 
quarterback that 
got arrested for 
selling seventh 
graders weed? 
What even 
happened to 
him?”
Thompson said the thing she looked 
forward to the most was shooting Ortiz a 
scathing look over top of the wooden apple 
cart that was handcrafted for Quality Foods 
at the same time she had started working 
there (approximately 2008). “She was so 
weird in high school. I bet she won’t even 
show her face around here this Christmas. 
Serves her right for not straightening her 
hair every day and wearing low-rise jeans 
like everybody else.”
Ortiz was busy being the 
Entertainment Editor for a paper in the city 
and was unavailable for comment. 
Bullies ready to swing 
again in your hometown
 › ‘We peaked in high school’ 
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Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor 
Passionate locals gathered this Saturday in front of the Vancouver Art Gallery to 
rally for a second winter vacation.
“In order to recover for the first one,” 
Chris Lax, the head of the movement, 
explained to press at the rally.
Lax, along with hundreds of citizens, 
reported a severe decrease in motivation, 
drive, and ambition. 
“We can’t be expected to go back to 
work and school in this state,” Lax yelled 
to a cheering crowd. “We need at least 
another week off to completely recharge!”
Scientists say the lethal combination 
of carbohydrates, alcohol, and family 
drama leaves the mind and body severely 
weakened and prone to staring at social 
media for hours on end. 
“I want to support the cause, I really 
do,” said Dorothea Pert, a high school 
teacher whose eyelids were beginning to 
droop during the interview. “It’s just I’m 
so tired… and we’ve been up since nine 
this morning. I would love to take a quick 
power nap, just rest my feet for a little bit. 
It’s been such a long day…”
Other protesters like Damon Redford 
had a bit more pep. “Two straight weeks of 
drinking? Watching Christmas movies for a 
whole month? Do you even know what that 
does to a man? I had to watch The Grinch 
for the ninth year in a row. My friends can 
quote it by heart. Who wants to be able to 
quote the goddamned Grinch?”
Alexandria Gravinksy, graduate 
student, had four essays to write over the 
winter break. “I didn’t crack a single book,” 
she said. “When could I find the time? 
Between flying out to visit my grandmother 
in Calgary for Christmas, seeing my aunt in 
Halifax for Boxing Day, and my girlfriend’s 
family back in Vancouver for New Year’s 
Eve, my entire holiday season was booked 
solid. I’ll need two weeks off just to get over 
my jet lag.” 
Many cited Seasonal Affective 
Disorder as their need for an extended 
holiday. “I spent the entire break holed up 
in my basement suite watching reruns of 
True Blood,” Vancouver local Chris Switch 
told reporters. “I haven’t seen the sun in 
weeks, and I maxed out my credit card 
DoorDashing falafel. All in all, one of the 
best Christmases I’ve ever had. But boy, am 
I exhausted!”
Lax started the movement only days 
before his protest but is certain it will gain 
traction in the weeks to come. 
“People complain about Christmas 
starting earlier and earlier every year. 
With decorative trees going up as early 
as November 10, it’s only natural that we 
should need about three months off. Three 
and a half if it’s a leap year.” 
As reporters were finishing interviews, 
many of the protesters were lying down on 
the steps of the Vancouver Art Gallery for 
an afternoon siesta. 
“Tryptophan from too many turkey 
dinners,” Lax said mid-yawn, rubbing his 
eyes. “Could we finish this interview, say, 
around March 9?”
Second break 
needed in order to 
recover from first
 › ‘Maybe a third?’
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor 
“I love both of my children equally,” Josie Dunn, lying mother of two, said to the 
Other Press last Thursday. 
Though they won’t admit it, all 
mothers have a favourite child—and Josie 
is no exception. 
“The truth really came out this 
Christmas,” golden boy Steve Dunn winked 
as he told reporters. “I’m not going to say 
I’m surprised.” 
Everything came to light when Steve 
and his lesser, uglier brother Simon saw 
their respective present piles under the 
family Christmas tree. 
Simon Dunn, droopy-eyed underdog, 
recounted the scene in clear detail. “I 
came downstairs and saw a big pile of 
presents. At first, I was excited. Then when 
I examined the tags, I noticed around 
t-ree fourths of them had Steve’s name on 
them. One of them was very clearly a new 
snowboard. He doesn’t even snowboard! I 
snowboard!” 
“I’ve never been snowboarding, but 
I feel like I would be pretty good at it. I’m 
pretty good at most things,” said Steve, who 
has the natural posture and good looks of a 
news anchor. 
“I would never favour one of my 
kids over the other!” Josie said, avoiding 
eye contact. “Stevie is such a sweet boy. 
He loves his mother and he makes me 
so proud. And Simon… Simon drives 
his grandmother to the grocery store 
sometimes when we’re out of town. And he 
takes care of the cats. He’s good too.”
Jeff Dunn, father of Steve and Simon, 
told reporters, “She definitely likes Steve 
more. I mean, who wouldn’t? Have you ever 
seen that kid throw a football? I swear to 
God, it could clear the damn field. He’s a 
natural!” 
“I went to look into my stocking,” 
Simon said, tearing up like a little bitch. 
“And I just pull out one big Toblerone. 
That’s it! Steve had tickets to a hockey 
game, a pair of leather gloves, patterned 
socks, a laminated deck of cards—all 
thoughtful gifts. I can’t even eat almonds!”
“Did you see him crying and eating 
his chocolate like a baby?” Jeff asked as 
Simon wept in what was once his wimpy 
childhood bedroom that has since been 
converted into a guest bedroom. “He’s got 
to pull up his socks and get it together. It’s 
Christmas, after all.” 
When asked what Josie received from 
her sons on Mother’s Day, her eyes grew 
misty. “Steve wrote me the loveliest note 
that said, ‘I love you, Mom.’ It means so 
much to me that he would take time out 
of his busy day to think of me. He really is 
the apple of my eye, you know. A mother 
couldn’t ask for anything better.” 
When asked about Simon’s gift, Josie 
rolled her eyes. “He bought me and his 
father a seven-day, all-inclusive trip to 
Cuba. Christ, what a little suck-up.” 
Favourite child 
revealed through 
Christmas gifts
 › ‘Simon is lucky he got anything at all’
Isabelle Orr
Entertainment Editor 
A recent interview with hairstylist Rebecca Friedland last Sunday 
revealed that it doesn’t matter what 
hairstyle you choose—you’ll still be ugly. 
“A lot of people come into my salon 
asking me what hairstyle suits their face, or 
if they would suit bangs or not,” Friedland, 
owner of Bangs for Your Buck, told Other 
Press reporters. “Most of the time, I just tell 
them that no matter what they do, they’re 
weird-looking and they will probably die 
alone.”
Andrea Trobek, a Sociology professor 
from Simon Fraser University, noted 
in science magazine Psychology, like, 
Tomorrow that “for most people, the debate 
between side bangs and blunt bangs is the 
most fundamental existential crisis since 
deciding where to go for dinner last night.”
Little do they know, their fringe 
choice won’t make a dent on the grotesque 
monstrosity that is the face they were born 
with. 
“People think making a drastic change 
in their hair choice will change their life 
for the better. The average person spends 
an average of eight days in their lifetime 
debating between side bangs and blunt 
bangs. That’s eight whole days that you 
could spend on accepting your hideous face 
for how it really is and going to the gym to 
work on your awful body as well. And while 
you’re at it, you should stop by the dentist 
and stop slouching. It’s very unbecoming.” 
Friedland, who has been a stylist for 
over nine years, said people often bring in 
photos of models or celebrities that they 
want to base their own hairstyles on. 
“The one thing wrong with this 
approach is that models and celebrities 
are good-looking,” Friedland explained. 
“It’s pretty much their everyday job. Emma 
Stone could get a mullet and look daring 
and innovative. But the average person? 
Not so much.”
“This woman brought in a picture of 
Jennifer Aniston and asked for her hair,” 
Friedland recounted to reporters. “I sat her 
in the chair and made her look at herself 
in the mirror. I said, ‘Sweetie, you don’t 
look like Jennifer Aniston. And you’re never 
gonna look like Jennifer Aniston, even with 
some lowlights and face-framing texture.’ 
It was tough, but she had to hear it. She’s 
been a faithful client ever since—in fact, 
I’m cutting her hair next week.” 
Trobek has been studying the link 
between ending relationships and getting 
blunt bangs. “It’s basic human instinct—as 
the relationship begins to falter, people 
will find themselves frantically googling 
‘Amelie film bangs,’ ‘Beyonce short hair bob 
bangs,’ and ‘pixie cut DIY.’ Although the 
urge to grab the scissors may be strong, try 
and refrain. You’re already ugly and it really, 
really shows.”
Is there any hope for the individual 
who is looking for an all-around face 
flattering option that will make them look 
more sophisticated and stylish?
“Yes,” says Friedland. “I recommend 
plastic surgery.”
New hairstyle won’t matter, you’ll still be ugly
 › Don’t you dare even think about getting Bardot bangs
Creative Works
Roshni Riar
Staff Writer
Rain sloshes down in heavy sheets,
distorts our view from behind the
windows. A lady stands at the bus stop
outside. Her umbrella jolts and spasms
in her white-knuckled grip, tendons
taught as she fights to maintain control.
She doesn’t know the neighbourhood
watches her, our last form of entertainment
in the quiet hum of an unwilling reset. 
We shift, restless. She stares down the
street, desperate as rain pools at her feet. 
It’s a sad act playing out in front of us 
but she’s the best we’ve got. She must not
know the buses have been cancelled.
We found out as much before it all went
black. A vicious wind rips at her umbrella
and she reels, struggles to stay dry. 
Another tug takes it down
the street. As she clambers after it, 
the lights come back to life. 
The TV flickers on. 
We turn our heads, resume our lives.
Her temporary distraction no longer needed,
forgotten as a blushing newscaster fumbles
to catch up on everything we missed.  
Jasper Milne
Contributor
You’re pristine and perfect,
Your eyes aglow and not a hair out of place,
Comfortable and composed.
 
I'm touchy and irrational,
Lame but manic at the best of times
Compared to you.
 
Yet you found me fascinating for a few months,
Until I fell out of your niche,
And the flames flared before my eyes.
 
I was just too hot to handle, you said.
You couldn't see that I was broken.
Or maybe you didn't care.
 
Nevertheless, life goes on
And the crowds smile for you yet again,
The applause deafening in my ears.
 
You're beautiful up there,
In front of that adoring audience,
Dazzling in your concerto dress.
 
I'm the one in the back, holding the tambourine.
Power Outage
the one with the 
tambourine
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Weekly crossword: 
Yuletide edition
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ACROSS
1. English or Hudson, e.g.
4. Vital
7. Not currently working
10. CBS forensics show, 
2000 to 2015
13. One in Spanish
14. Highest card
15. __ de Janeiro
16. Topper
17. *Hit the books more (2 
wds.)
20. Street (abbr.)
21. *Improve on meal 
planning, perhaps (2 
wds.)
23. Diving bird
24. Sloth from Ice Age 
(2002)
25. Standard cable 
connection acronym
26. State of matter
27. Labourer
29. Avarice
31. Ancient extinct bird
32. Fish’s breathing organ
33. Ice-covered
34. In the location of
35. Isolation
37. Tin, chemically
38. : : :
40. Zest
41. Little
42. Pebble
43. Mozart’s “__ Kleine 
Nachtmusik”
44. Atmospheric stuff
45. Disguised
46. From _ __ Z
47. Wager
48. *Make to-do lists, e.g. 
(2 wds.)
52. Ripen
53. What someone making 
19-down may say on 
January 1 (3 wds.)
57. Norse god of law and 
justice
58. Canada’s smallest 
province, for short
59. Secret agent
60. Fire residue
61. Type measures
62. Greek vowel
63. Fashionable initials
64. “You there!”
DOWN
1. Public transit vehicle
2. Colony insect
3. Second person
4. Small, paddle-propelled 
boat
5. Genuine
6. Slangy assent
7. Invest with spiritual 
authority
8. Area of study
9. Military post
10. Light carriages
11. *Develop habits of 
frugality, e.g. (2 wds.)
12. Passage
18. “__ vult”
19. What each of the starred 
clues are
22. Part of HOMES
23. Small battery size
26. *Work out (4 wds.)
27. “__ or it didn’t happen”
28. Building wing
29. Pirate’s drink
30. Unit of force
31. PC alternatives
32. DNA sequence
33. A-OK
35. Musical ABACA form
36. __ Salvador
39. Hangs around
41. Cleverness
43. Latin for “and others” 
(2 wds.)
44. New South Wales 
summer time zone
46. Shoelace tip
47. Emerald or aquamarine, 
e.g.
48. Fence opening
49. Ready to eat
50. __-bitsy
51. Hits with a taser
54. Slangy denial
55. Sugar suffix
56. “For what reason?”
Weekly crossword: New Year edition
By Caroline Ho, Assistant Editor
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JANUARY 15TH  / COQUITLAM AB ATRIUM
JANUARY 17TH / NEW WEST CONCOURSE
@ 11AM UNTIL FOOD RUNS OUT
ENJOY A FREE MAC & CHEESE LUNCH (WITH A 
BUNCH OF YUMMY TOPPINGS). GLUTEN FREE 
AND VEGAN OPTIONS AVAILABLE TOO. 
WINTER WELCOME
MAC & CHEESE 
LUNCH!
D O U G L A S  S T U D E N T S  U N I O N
